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Abstract 
Berthold, D., W. Hoppe and B. Silbermann, A fast algorithm for solving the generalized airfoil equation, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 43 (1992) 185-219. 
The present paper is devoted to the quadrature method for Cauchy-type singular integral equations on [ - 1, l] 
with an additional logarithmic singularity of the kernel. An algorithm being based on this method is given 
whose realization only requires a computational work of O(n In n) operations in order to determine n 
unknown coefficients of the approximate solution. Furthermore, in a scale of weighted Sobolev-like spaces on 
[-I, 11 (having analogous properties like the classical Sobolev spaces on the unit circle) the order of 
convxrgence is optimal. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us consider the Cauchy-type singular integral equation 
b 1 V(Y) dy @V(x)+--/ 
Tr -1 y-x 
-a/l,ln Ix-yIv(y) dy 
+1 / ’ k(x, Y)+) dy =f(x), v -1 (1 1) . 
x E (- 1,l). Here a, b are real constants with dm = 1, b f 0, v is a complex constant, and 
k and f are given complex-valued functions on [ - 1, 112 and [ - 1, 11, respectively. Equation 
(1.1) can be written in operator form as 
*4,v + uw,v + KOV = f, 
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1 
A,r*(x) = a! *(s) +bSr(x), SL’(X) = - 
/ 
1 L'(Y) dY 
-: 
Tr -1 y-x 
1 1 
W~i’(X) = - --/ ln IX-YIP(Y) dv, 
-I 
1 1 
K”L’(X) = - / k(x, Y)C(Y) dy. n -I 
Following [6,18,26], in dependence on the coefficients a and b we form a Jacobi weight 
function ~(t)=(l-_t)a(l+t)B,where cu=h++g, @=X-g, g=n-’ a&a-ib)E(-1, 1), 
and h *, h - are two integers chosen such that - 1 < C-Y, p < 1. Then the operator 
A := A,oZ, Z identity, 
maps polynomials into poiyur ~+als. Moreover, A turns out to be a Fredholm operator in the 
pair of weighted Lebesgue spaces (Li, Lii, k = Cl. with index K = -(A++ A-) E { - 1, 0, 1). 
(For the exact definition of L$ see Section 2.) According to a standard idea, we substitute 
1 l = UN in (1 .l) and shall consider in the sequel the equation 
Au + vWzi + Ku = f, (13) . 
where W = W&Z and K = K,aZ. Note that A + VW + K is a Fredholm operator in the pair of 
spaces mentioned above, too, and ind( A + VW + K) = ind A. 
In rhc recent two decades lots of papers have dealt with the classical collocation or 
quadrature method for (1.3) [4,5,7-9,11,13-16,18,20,22,26,30]. (Some of these papers only deal 
with the case v = 0.) Under various assumptions concerning the smoothness of the right-hand 
side f and the kernel k of operator K the convergence of the quadrature method was 
investigated and error estimates were given. In [3] the authors tried to improve the earlier 
investigations in such a way that one derives the corresponding algebraic system of equations 
without computation of any integrals. They described a multiple grid method for solving this 
algebraic system of equations with a computational comple‘xity of O(n’). 
In the present paper we shall give an even faster algorithm for the generalized airfoil 
equation being -based upon our paper [3]. This algorithm requires only O( n In n) operations in 
order to determine n unknown coefficients of the approximate solution. The nature of the 
algorithm is mainly an analytic one and so we have to carry out some more analysis. In 
particular, we have to consider the converkcnce in a scale of spaces (like the classical Sobolev 
spaces in the case when i i-3) is gi;-cz ~2 ‘he ~&t +&lo IF). SSZZ~ 2 l p^ ;_- ;-_F LLI,,_,!,l_$ ._.1 0WU.U “I wbl~llLcu 
Sobolev-like spaces’* L& on ( - 1, + > 
. . . . . 
can be easily defined vra the Fourrer coefficients ~:th 
respect to the system {p,*} of polynomials, which are orthogonal with regard to the scalar 
product in Li, cf. [27]. If s > 0 is a real number, then let Li,, 
all functions II for which the series 
be the subspace of L: containing 
II u II,‘., = c (1 + i)?., I q(u) I 2 
i=O 
(14) . 
converges, where cj(u) denote the Fourier coefficients of u. It turns out that these spaces have 
analogous properties like the classical Sobolev spaces H”(T). Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to 
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the investigation of these p: iperties. As qn important point, for s being an integer we work up 
another characterization of the spaces L& and a simpler criterion than (1.4) to decide whether 
a given function is an element of Lt.,. 
With these preliminaries the consideration of the quadrature method for (1.3) in these 
spaces is of interest not only from the theoretical point of view. If 1 cy 1 = 1 p 1 = i, we get 
convergence order estimates of the form 
II l‘4 -&II o,f G const. l n’-” II u II o,s9 
for all t, 0 < t < s, which are known to be optimal. In Section 4 the quadrature method for (1.3) 
in case v = 0 is investigated. Section 5 deals with the quadrature method for the so-called 
airfoil equation (i.e., equation (1.3) with a = 0, v # 0, and u = (1 - t)-‘j2( 1 + t)‘i2). The fast 
algorithm for this equation mentioned above is described in Section 6. Finally, a numerical 
example illustrating this algorithm is given in Section 7. 
2, The spaces L:,, 
Let p be a Jacobi weight function 
P(Y) =(I -Y)a(l +y)? Y q--l, I), a, P> -19 
and L”p = Li( - 1, 1) be the Banach space of all square integrable functions on ( - 1, 1) with 
respect to the weight p; that means 
IMP= IlullL~:= 
P 
Iu(Y)~~P(Y) dy 
If we introduce the scalar product 
(u9 V)P = -y4YmIP(Y) dY, (2 1) . 
the space Lt turns out to be a Hilbert space. Further, let {p,}LZO be the system of Aormed 
orthogonal polynomials with respect to the scalar product (2.1) with positive leading coeffi- 
cients and deg p, = n. For a real number s 3 0 we define the subspace L:,s of Lt as follows: 
L’p s := 
9 (u+ IlullL;,:= llUllp,s<+ 
Wh6V.P i. -___ _ 
II u 11 , ! & := i (1 + i)2s I(u, pJP I 2. 
i=O 
Defining 
(u, v)p,s = i (1 +i)“(u, Pi)p(‘, Pi)pt 
i=O 
Lz,, becomes a unitary space. Obviously, we have 
. L’p,o = L’p; 
(2 2) . 
(2 3) . 
the following properties: 
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Lemma 2.1. For all s >, 0 the space Li,, is a Hilbert space. 
Prooc, If s = 0, the assertion is well known. Let s > 0 and {K,) be a fundamental sequence in 
tal sequence in Lz and, therefore, a function u E Li exists such 
+ 0 and n --) 0~. Furthermore, for every n and i = 0, 1,. . . we have I(u, - u,, 
+ 00. Considering the Ith partial sum of the series (2.2) for 
sufficiently large n and m we get 
i (1 +i)2sl(u,-u,, pi)J2<~*. 
i=o 
If we let m + 00 and then ? + =, we obtain 
11 II, - 2 11 p.s + 0, as n + 00. 
Now, the assertion follows immediately. 0 
Let Z& be the linear space of all polynomials T,, with complex coefficients and deg TV < 
n - 1. For every n = 1, 2,... we define the Fourier projector 
n-i 
p,Pzu c, C t”9 Pi)pPi 
i=O 
and its complementary one 
(3: := I - Pl, I identity. 
Proof. One can easily show that 
30 
i=n 
Erom which the first assertion follows immediately. Since ( 1 + ij2(’ -) < (n + 113’ -‘) if i > n, we 
also get the second one. The last assertion can be proved using similar ideas. •I 
Conclusion 2.3. For every s >, 0 and arbitrary E > 0 the space Li,s+, is compactly imbedded in 
q.s* 
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Proof. From Lemma 2.2(ii) ;$e &W~X that the imbedding operator E can be approximated by 
the sequence {P,:) of finite-d+.l<nsional operators. CI 
Conclusicn 2.4. For eu2ry s a 0 the set of all polynomials ll is dense in Lt,s. 
In the sequei, we are going to investigate the relations between Li., and the spaces of 
continuous functions. Let C[a, b] = C’[a, b] be the Banach space of all continuous functions 
on [a, b], endowed with the norm 
ll~II~~a,~~~=~~(l~(~)l: YE [a, 61). 
In case a = - 1, b = 1, we shall write C and II l II m instead of C[ - 1, l] and ]I - II c[_ 1.1l, 
respectively. For r = 1, 2, . . . we denote by; C’ja, b] the Banach space of all functions u E 
C[a, b] with D”u E C[a, b], m = 1 , . . . , r, where D denotes the operator of differentation. A 
norm in C’[a, b] is given by 
II u II cia.bI := i lIDmu II c[a hl- ’ . 
m=O 
Finally, for 0 < y < 1, r = 0, 1,. . ., we denote by PY[a, b] the Banach space of all functions 
u E C’[a, b] for which the number 
c,,y(u) := sup 
ID’+) - D’U(Y)l 
Ix_yly -: x, yE[a, b] \ z x+yl 
is finite, where 
II u II C’*Y[a,b] := II u II C’!a,b] + C,,ju) 
is a norm in C’gY[a, b]. Further, we denote by the symbol const. several positive constants, 
whose magnitudes are not of interest. Occasionally, the dependence on some parameters u,, 
a,,. . . will be expressed by const! g i f a?. . . . ). 
Theorem 2.5. Let u E L’p,,, s > i. Then 
if a?P< -$, 
if a,< -3, p> -& 
if a> -& p< -& 
if cu,p> -$, 
Remark 2.6. The assertion of Theorem 2.5 (and of the Theorems 2.8, 2.9 and 2.13, too) is to be 
understood in the following sense. In the equivalent class of Lg,S containing the function u 
there exists a representative, which is continuous on the concerned interval. 
For the proof we need the following lemma. 
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bmma 2.7 (Badkov [2, Theorem 1.11, Szeg6 [29, Theorem 7.32.21). For n = 1, 2, . . . and all 
y E [ - 1, l] W? IUUV 
of Theorem 2.5. First, let cy, /3 < - $ Then we derive from Lemma 2.7 that 1 p,(y) 1 < 
for all i = 1, 2, . . . and y E [ - 1, 11. Therefore, one has 
(Uv Pi)ppi(Y) 1 G const. I@, P~)~I. 
Further, we have 
i=O 
(U7 Pi)J G j///w = Ilull,.s cons@), 
where consu s; is finite since 2s > 1. Consequently, the function series &(u, p_, l ,,p,( y ) is 
uniformly convergent and tends to a continuous function o on [ - 1, 11. On the other hand, this 
series is the Fourier series of u E LE, from which the equality v = u, a.e. on [ - 1, a] follows. 
Now, let ar < - +, /3 > - $. In an analogous way we get 1 pi(y) I < const(E) for all i and 
5 E [ - 1 + E, 11, the uniform convergence of the Fourier series to a continuous function v, and 
the equality v = U, a-e_ on [ - 1 + E, 11. ?ple remainipo y-we- -9e I-,2 4?~-;11~~ i- +hn c9mp wav ‘a b.xaV3 LUli “V .fLLQlltlb,ii **a LIiL .3-;;;1--_ -. - , . 
L-l 
l-i 
Proof- From Lemma 2.7 -3ire get 
lpi(y)1 Gconst.(l +i)max’a+1’2~8+1~2*~‘, YE [-1, 11. 
Further, 
e I@, Pj),l(l +~)m~(~+WP+W,O1 
i=O 
< II u II p,s fj (1 +i) 2 maxia + l/243 + l/2,0) - 2s 9 
i=O 
and the series on the right-hand side is convergent. The assertion follows immediately. •I 
Theorem 2.9. Let u E Lz,s, 
arbitrary. 
~~~+~,~~~,(l.~~~~U~C”~Y[-l+~~l-~],~~ereO<~<l~~ 
Remark 2.10. Analogously to Theorem 2.5 it is also possible to distinguish between the four 
cases concerning (Y and p in order to get a finer characterization of the Hiilder continuity near 
the endpoints of [ - 1, 11. For simplicity, we shall omit it. 
For the proof of Theorem 2.9 we have to make use of the following two lemmas. 
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Lemma 2.11 (Khalilova [21], Nevai [24, Lemma 21). Let rr, be an arbitrary polynomir?! of degree 
at most n with real coefficients. Then 
for every real p and V. 
Lemma 2.12. For k = 1, 2,. . . , n, n = 1, 2,. . . , we have 
Proof. Apply k times Lemma 2.11 and, finally, Lemma 2.7. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Obviously, u is an element of C[ - 1 + E, 1 - E]. It remains to show that 
&,(u)<~. Let x, y~[-1 +E, 1 -E], x#y. For i= 1, 2,... we can estimate 
1 p,(x) -pi{;?)! = I Pi(x) -Pi(Y) 1’ I Pi(x) -Pi(Y) I I-’ 
~ ~X~y~y~p~~(~)~y(~pi(X)~~~~~(y)~)l~y~ 
where 6 lies between x and y and, consequently, in [ - 1 + E, 1 - E]. NOW, by Lemima 2X! we 
obtain 
\_~#)+l-~ + :)a+3’2(im + f)P+3’2<const.-(l +i), 
and with 
we get 
lpi(S)1 <const(a, p, +(l+i). 
Further, we have 
lpi(Y)1 aonst(a, p, C), YE[-l+E, l-.C] 
(see the proof of Theorem 2.5). Thus, 
1 Pi(x) -.Pi( Y) I < const(a, p, E, y) l (1 + i)‘] x -y I y. 
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Finally, one has 
z4(X)-8M(Y)l G i I(“9 Pi)pI IPi(x)-Pi(Y)! 
i=l 
Gconst(a, P, 6 y)lx-ylyi I(“, Pi)pl(l +i)’ 
i=l 
Gconst: ]x-~]~]]u]] P.S/-$G=9 
where the series is convergent. Therefore, 
I IcJ(x)-U(Y)l 
SW\ :x,y+i+E,i--t],x+y 
\ 
\ ix-Yl’ ! 
G const(a, & 6 y, s) II z4 Ii p,s < 0Q. 0 
Theorem 2.13. Let N E I!&, s > $ + r, r = 1,2, . . . . Then u E C’[ - 1 + E, 1 - E], where 0 < E < 1 
is arbitrary. 
Proof* For every y E [ - 1 + E, 1 - E], m = 1, 2,. . . , i, 2 = 1, 2,. . . , by Lemma 2.12 we conclude 
DmPi(Y)l G 
const . l i” 
Emax(a+1/2+m,~+ 1/2+m}/2 l 
Therefore, for i 2 m, m = 1, 2,. . . , we have 
(u, Pi)pDrnPi(y) 1 < COfiSt(Cx, p, E, m) . (1 + i)” I(U, pi)p I. 
Further, the series 
i l(Zd, Pi)pl(l +i)“G Ilull 
j=m p.s~-gLF9 
m= 1 9..*, r, are convergent. I-Lence, each of the function series (m = 1,. . . , r) 
E (U- pi)nDmpi(y) 
i=m 
tends to a continuous function urn on [ - 1 + E, 1 - E]. It remains to show that v, = D’u, where 
the differentation here is to be understood in the sense of generalized differentiation. Let 
m = 1 and 4 be any smooth function on [ - 1 + E, 1 - E] which, together with all of its 
derivatives, vanishes at the endpoints of this interval. Now, for all rz >, 2 we have 
j+~~[u(YW~Y~ +vl(YM(Y)l dY 1 
I fl--E r < 1) I U(Y) - -l+e ni1(Lf9 Pi),P,(Y)l+‘(Y) dY i=o J 
+ /I-’ 
! [ 
kl(‘y Pi)pPi(Y)4’(Y) + ni* (“9 Pi)pDPi(Y)$(Y) 
-1+c i=(J i=; 
+I/‘r:.[ :<(‘y Pi)pDpi(Y) -U,(Y)]+(Y) dY I* 
dY 
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Obviously, the second integral on the right-hand side vanishes. We estimate the first one by 
I/ 
n-l 
U(Y) - C (U, Pi)pPi(Y) ~[1+~,~-~~/1-r 14'(Y) I dyv 
i=O /I -l+e 
and the third one by 
/I 
n-l 
, _Fl (‘1 pi)tiDpi(Y) -L’i(Y) ~[-l+~,l-~~/‘-’ 1 $(Y)l d\? 
/I 
. 
1 1 -l+E 
(2 5) . 
(2 6) . 
Since both (2.5) and (2.6) tend to zero as rz + 00 (for (2.5) see the proof of Theorem 2.51, we 
obtain ul(y) = Du(y), a.e. on [ - 1 -I- E, I- E]. In an analogous manner one can show that 
0, = Dv,_,, m = 2,..., r. Hence, the assertion follows. •I 
In order to check whether a given function u belongs to a certain space Li., (i.e., the 
determination of s), we have to investigate the series (2.2). In particular, all scalar products (u, 
pi>,, i=O, l,..., or at least estimates of these products must be known. Moreover, the 
estimates should be quite sharp, otherwise the assignment of u to a space Lz., would be too 
rough. However, merely the knowledge about the PO’**** lrhornials pi is insufficient, furthermore, 
the calculation of the integrals turns out to be difficult in most of the cases. Thus, a simpler 
characterization of the spaces Li,s is -desirable. For integers s this -will be done in the sequel. 
_At first, 1 w-e oniy consider the case s = 1. 
Let p(l)(y) = (1 -~)‘+~(l +~)l+~ and (p~lll~=, be the corresponding orthonormal system of 
polynomials with respect to (0, l >,,I,, where deg pn = y1 and their leading coefficients are 
supposed to be positive. 
Lemma 2.14 (Szeg6 [29, Section 4.101). For n = 1, 2,. and y E ( - . . 1, 1) we have 
1 
I 
II 
1 
Pn(Y)P(Y) = - n(n+ D[ ~‘l,P”)](Y)* 
Conclusion 2.15. For i = 1, 2, . . . the identity 
1 
(‘3 Pi)p = \li(i+ (Du, P!r-)l)p”! 
Proof. Use Lemma 2.14, integration by parts and the fact that $‘j( f 1) = 0. 0 
Define the space L& as 
L’p #I’ = , {u E L;: Du E L;“‘), 
endowed with the norm 
II u II Lz,*&, = II u II p,p’l’ := ( 11 u 11,’ + IIDu 11,$)1’2, 
where the operator D is to be understood in the sense of generalized differentation. 
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Lemma 2.16. The space L’, p ,(I) is complete and the set Il 0-f all =polvnomials is de_n.~ iz9 Lz P(l). . 
proof. Let {u,) be a fundamental sequence in Lf$,. By the completeness of Li and L$ there 
are functions 11 E Li and c E La,, such that I] u, - u 11 P+ 0, IlDzr, - c II ,(I, --) 0 as n + 00. Now, 
let # be any smooth function on [ - 1, 11, which, together with all of its derivatives, vanishes at 
f 1. For ail n we have 
j;l[u(y)&‘(y) -+~J(Y)~(Y)] dyl 
j;l[u(~)-W’)]d’(~) dy) +II_II[Du~(Y) -dv)]4(~) dyl 
1 -y)-“(1 +y)-’ dy 
7i/r ]4(y)]‘(l -y)-“-‘(l +y)-‘-l dy. 
-1 
Since the expression on the right-hand side tends to zero as n + 00 we gei v = Du and the first 
assertion follows. 
Now, let u EL* P,P~lB and E > 0 be arbitrary. Since Du E LZ,(I, and n is dense in L$I,, we can 
choose a polynomial p such that l]Du -p II ,,w < E. Further, let 0 < 6 < 1 be arbitrary. We 
easily verify that Du E L’( - 1 + 6,1- 6). Define v(y) = jJ’Du@) d& y E [- 1 -: 6, 1 - 61. It is 
well known that then DL’( y) = Du( y), a.e. on [ - 1 + 6, 1 - 61 and, consequently, v( y ) = u( y ) + 
C, a.e. on [ - 1 + 6, 1 - S] with a certain complex constant C. If q denotes the polynomial 
defined by q(y) = /ip(e) d5 - C, then for all y E [ - 1 + 6, 1 - 61 we have 
izf(Y)-q(Y)i2= IjYIDu(t) -p(e)] dtl* < jb(S) -P(S) I2 6 
0 0 
NOW, we can estimate as follows: 
/ 1-dlzl(y)-_q(y)!2(1 -~)~(l +y)'dy 0 
< 2’fi” ‘-’ / / ‘b(5) --p(S) I * dt(l -Y)~ dy 0 0 
= 21P1kr-‘41-6(l -Y)~ dy (Du(t) -p(s) I * dt 
< g+‘,Du(&) -p(c)l’(l -s)‘+“(l+5)1+B dS 
0 
p 
< l+cw IIDu -p II& 
In an analogous way we get 
/ 
2lai 
’ Iu(y)-q(y)12(l-y)a(1+y)~dy~I+i( 
-1+6 
iiDu -p 11$. 
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Therefore, 
195 
/ 
‘-’ 
-1+6 
lu(y! -q(y) I ‘p(y) dy < const(a, p) Du -p Il$, 
which is true for arbitrary 0 < 6 < 1. Thus, 
IIu -qjl&const(cu, P)IlDu --yll$<const(a, P)*E~. 
Taking notice of Dq =p, the assertion follows immediately. 0 
Theorem 2.17. The spaces Li,I and E2 
and Ii l II 
,,+I) are identical as sets of functions and the norms 11 l II p,l 
p,p( 1) are equii_.lalen t . 
hoof. First, we show that L$ is continuously imbedded in L&(I). To this end, let v be an . 
arbitrary polynomial. Then by Conclusion 2.15 we have 
11 Dr II;,, = i I(Dr, ~j”,)$l)~~ = i i(i + 1) I(T, pJp I 2 G II T II&. 
i=l i=l 
Consequently, 
II 7r II p,p”’ G \/z II r II p,l, (2 7) . 
for all polynomials 7r. Now, let u E Lz,l. ily Lemma 2.2(i) the sequence (P,pu,,“=, is a 
fundamental sequence in Ls,l and therefore (by (2.7)) in L&flj, too. Since L&,flj is complete, 
{P,f’u) converges to a function P E L&+u. Further, we have 
II u - c’ II p < II u - P,fu II p + II p,pu - L? II p 
< lI u - P,ftr ll p,l + 11 p,pu - L’ I] p,p”’ --• 0, 
as n + 00. Consequently, u = v, a.e., Du = Drl, ax., and 11 u 11 P,P(l) = 11 v 11 P,P~~). Now, the rela- 
tions 
II B,pu II p.p’I’ G fi II <fU II p,l 
by n + m yield 
II u II p.p”’ G 0 II u II p,l l 
In order to prove the opposite assertion, we deduce from Conclusion 2.15 that 
II T II;,, = i (1. +i)‘I(r, Pi)p12 
i=O 
< II n- II; + 2 lb ll$) < 2 II T II,&+ (2 8) . 
Let u E J!&H,. Since the set of all polynomials is dense in Lz,p~~l, we can find a sequence 
{rr(“)izzO of polynomials with 11 u - @) II P,P~~) + 0 as n + 00. Therefore, {#)} is a fundamental 
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sequence in both L&, I) and L$ by i2.8) and, consequently, there exists a function I’ E I& 
+ 0 as n + 00. Frcxb 
14 - L’ 11 p < II u - 7P II p + II 7P) - v I! P 
< II u - ?P II p.p”’ + II #) - 0 II p-1 + 0, 
as n + a, we get CI = u, a.e. and, therefore, ](u - V, pi)p I < II u - v II p = 0 for all i = 0, 1,. . . , 
u [] P,l = I] v ]I P,l. Now, from I] R(*) I] p,r < fi ]I R(*) I] p,p~l) by limiting n + a we 
derive 
Conclusion 2.18. By 7iheorem 2.17 we have got a simple criterion to decide whether a given 
fi4nction u E Li is an element of L’p.,. We only have to check whether the i?ztegrs; 
/ 
’ ]Du(y)]“(l -y)*+‘=(l +y)‘+’ dy 
-1 
is ite. 
In order to generalize to the cases of s = 2, 3,. . . we introduce the weight functions 
p”‘(P) = (1 -y)“‘“(l +y)s+B. s = 0, 1,. . . . 
The corresponding system of orthonormal polynomials is denoted by ( pl;“))~=,. 
kurua 2.19 (szeg6 129, Section 4.101). For K = s, s + 1,. . . and y E ( - 1, 1) we have 
P?z(YjP(Yj = (-1)” 
(n -sj! ri tn +sjr DS[ P:yS’](Y)- . 
Conclusion 2.20. For i = s, s + 1,. . . the identity 
(W P&= (D”u, P!:;)~,‘, 
is ralid for all u E Cs[ - 1, l]. 
For s = 2, 3,. . . let 
L& := (u EL;: Dku E L$,, k = 1,. . . , s}, 
I141L;*“q,,= MI,,~~~:= i . 
( k=O 
One can shcw that L$qP,T, is complete 
s = 2, 3,. . . the spaces L:,S and L2 
P.P’$’ 
and the set IZ isdense in this space. Furthermore, for 
are identical as sets of functions and the corresponding 
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norms II l II p,s and II - II p,p~s) arc equivalent. Thlus, we have got the following criterion. A given 
function u E L: is an element of Li,,, s = 1, 2,. . . , if and only if the integrals 
jp4Y~12( 1 -~)~+~(l +yJk+’ dy, 
k= l,..., s, are finite. 
3. Lagrange interpolation in l$ 
Forn=1,2 ,... let y,,& k=l,..., t2, be the zeros of p,,, which are known to be distinct and 
to lie in the open interval ( - 1, 1). Define the Lagrangian fundamental polynomials 1,,k, 
k=l ,...,n, by 
l:,k(y) = 
P?l(Y) 
(Y -Yn.k) D&h k) ’ (3 1) 
. 
. 
For an arbitrary function u : ( - 1, 1) + @ the Lagrangian interpolation projector L,P with 
respect to the nodes yk,k, k = 1,. . ,n, is defined by 
L,p:” H i U(yn,k)l;,k, (3.2) 
k=l 
and its complementary one by 
M,p:=I-L,p. 
Further, let 
(_ .3) 
k= l,... , r2, be the Christoffel numbers of the polynomial pn. With these notations for 
bounded functions u on [ - 1, l] being Riemann integrab!e with respect to the weight p, the 
Gaussian quadrature rule 
;j-+%b)) dy = t u(y,,kh.k 
k=l 
(3 41 ‘5’ 
holds true, which is even exact if u E H2,. 
In the sequel we shall investigate the mapping properties of the Lagrangian interpolation 
operator in the spaces Li,,. In accordance with Theorem 2.5 the operator Li can be defined on 
Lt,, if s > 5 If the weight p(y) = (1 - y)*( 1 + y)p is restricted to the cases I Q! I = I /3 i = 4: we 
shall be able to show that the interpolation error estimate 
II NYU IIPJ < const: n'-" II K llp,s, 
0 < f < sz s > $, is valid. This result is very satisfactory since it is completely analogous to the 
property of the Lagrangian interpolation operator L, on J!- = (z E C: I z 1 = 1) with respect to 
the ndJes z,,k ‘= e2+“’ , k = 6,. . . , fl - 1, 12 = 1, 2,. . . , in the scale of classical Sobolev spaces 
Hs. In the proof, the trigonometric representation of the polynomials pn plays an essential role. 
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Table 3.1 
The Chebyshev polynomials of the first, second, third and fourth kind 
Weight function 
(a- #Yl+- J?P 
Correspor?ding polynomials &‘I 
in trigonometric representation 
Zeros y!$ -= cos t$:;) 
of yr), k = i,...,n 
a= c-7 B if p:“oos s) = 1 
p!” (cos s) = &OS ns 
sE[O,rr],n=l,2 ,... 
k : -- eq 
i: . 
Z-T 
9 
n 
a = 2. ’ fi--$ 
&%os s) = fi 
sin( n + 1)s 
sin s ’ 
pyvcos s) = 
cos(n+$)s 
cos 4s ’ 
sE[O,d,n=O, l,.‘. 
p;9cos s ) = 
sin(n+$)s 
sin ss ’ 
sEIO,Tr],n=ol 9 ,--- 
0;;; 
k 
C-T . n+l 
Therefore, our result is rougher in the remaining cases (if I a! 1 z $ or 1 p I + & see Theorem 
3.5 below). In Table 3.1 the notations are arranged. 
We shall call the polynomials pn (“I Chebyshev polynomials of the vth kind, v = 1, 2, 3,4. Our 
first aim is the (exact) calculation of 
u= I, 2, 3, 4, i=O ,..., n - 1, j=n, n + l,..., for fixed n. Since deg( p,"')p~")) is greater than 
2n - 1 in general, we cannot immediately apply the Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4). But, with 
the help of the following Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we finally succeed in calculating Zg$. For a fixed 
n, the following lemma gives 
“high” degree j and p!“) 
a connection between the values of the polynomials pi’“) with 
with “low” degree r at the points yA$ k = 1,. . . , n. 
Lemma 3.1. Let n = 1, 2,. . . be fmed. For k = 1. . . . , n we have 
(0 P%#r( Y$) = C,J( - l)‘p!y YAf:.), ,p = I) -s . . . . 2n- 1, z=o, l,..., 
where 
c 
r.i 
= Ifi, 
\ 
ifr=o, 1= 1,2 ,... f 
1, otherwise ; 
r=O ,..., 2n+ 1, I=O, l,...; (ii) P!?,,,, 1),( YAfk) = Pp'( Y!::), 
(iii) p~~,,,+,,,(y~~:)=(-l)*p~")(yl;":.), r=0,...,2n, 3 
( > iv P (41 ( VW 1 r+(2n+!:f,Jn*kj = Py( Y!$ ) 9 r = 0 ,...,2n, 
I=O, l,...; 
I=O, I!,... . 
f. Use the trigonometric representation of the Chebyshev polynomials. 0 
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Consequently, the calculation of 
2 Pj’“‘( Y!$)Pi’“‘( Y!$)P’n”; 9 u=l,2,3,4, i=O ,..., n-l, j=n,n-tl,..., 
k=l 
can be attributed to the calculation of 
i P?‘( Yi$)P!“‘( Y::gP:i 9 v=l,2,3,4, i=O ,..., n-l, 
k=l 
where the degree I’ of p$“) is at most equal to 2n + 1. However, in order to use the accuracy of 
the Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4), the degree of pi”) must not exceed n. To overcome this 
difficulty Lemma 3.2 is useful. 
Lemma 3.2. Let n = 3, 4, . . . be fixed. For k = 1, . . . , n we have 
(i) pl’)(yi::) = -p:‘,‘__,(y$), r=n + 1,...,2n - 1; 
(ii) p~2J(y!~~) = -p$:__,(y$), r=n + 1,...,2n, 
PC+ 1( Y!Ti) =o; 
(iii) p!“)(yA:L) = -p:3,‘_,(yl;-t:), r=n + 1,...,2n; 
(iv) p:41(y$) = -p:4,‘_,(y$), r=n + 1,...,2n. 
Proof. (2) The property pzii+ ! n, is easy to prove by the trigonometric repre- 
sentation of ~$2, 1. 
(y;f$=O, k = l,..., 
To show the remaining assertions we make use of the recurrence formulas 
of the orthogonal polynomials. If n 3 3, then for the Chebyshev polynomials of all four kinds 
this formula is given by 
P!%(Y) = 2YP!p(Y) -P2,(Y), 
from which pz? ,( yi$ = -pz ,(y!$) follows. The proof will be completed by induction. 0 
Gf course, if n = 1 or n = 2. similar relations multiplied by certain constants hold true, but 
the specification of them would complicate the lemma unnecessarily. With these preliminaries, 
we are able to calculate (3.5). 
Lemma 3.3. For n > 3, i = 0,. . . , n - 1, j > n we have 
Z”? . = 
n,J,l 
i 
Ci,r( - l)‘y if r=i, j= r i- 2n1, 
C2rr_i,l(-l)*+l, ifr=2n -i, 
i 
r=O ,..., 2n - 1, 
0, otherwise, z=o, l...; 
(1 if r=i, j = r A- 2(n -I- l)l, 
2’2). = 
n,Jll 
i 
-1, ifr=2n-i, 
( 
r=0,...,2n + 1, 
0, otherwise, z=o, l,...; 
I 
(-1)’ if r=i, 
( 
j = r + (2n + l)l, 
S(3). = 
n,Jd (- I,‘:‘. 
I 
ifr=2n-i, r= 0 ,...,2n, 
0, otherwise, I=O, l,...; 
1, if r=i, j = r + (2n + l)Z, 
2’4). = 
n,J,l 
- 1 
9 if 1 =2n-i, r= 0 ,...,2n, 
0, / jtherwise , z=o, l,... . 
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Proof. We carry out the proof for v = 1. By Lemma 3.1 we have 
‘F(i) 
-n.r+ 2nl.i = Cr./( - l)%A!!,i l 
In case r=O,...,n- 1, we immediately use the Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4), which gives 
Zi!t.i = Srai by the orthonormality of (pi’)}. The symbol a,,, denotes the Kronecker delta. In 
case r = n, we have &‘( y!!:) = 0, k = 1,. . . , n, and, thus, ~~!!~,i = 0. Finally, if r = rz + 1,. . . , 
2n - 1, Lemma 3.2 yields Z!‘i,i = -Z!$, _ r,i. Since deg(&,p,“)) = 2n - r + i < 2n - 2, the 
Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4) is exact and gives sXr,i = - 52,,_r,i. Hence, the assertion follows. 
If v = 2, 3, 4, the proof will be analogous. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let 1 a I = I @ I = i, u E Lz.s, s > ;. Then we have 
0 i 40 asn+a; 
Min ll,,t < const . - n’ G-S IIif II p,s for all 0 < t < s. 
Proof. We carry out the proof for (x = ,S = - $, i.e. v = 1. Taking into account 
M,pu = e,pu + (pnp - L;)u, 
it remains to consider ll(P,” - L,P)zf II p,t. For i = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1, we obtain with the help of the 
Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4) 
(( Lf - P,p)Zf ) pjl:)p = k [ u( yf:!) - P;‘u( y,j’:)] p’“( y$$;, 
k=l 
= 
j=n k=l 
(3 6) . 
(The change of the order of summation is legal since s > $. This assertion will become clear 
during the following steps of the proof.) By setting j = r + 2rzZ, r = 0,. . . ,2n - 1, I = 1, 2,. . . , 
we get 
(( Lnp 2 P,p)U) p’“)p = (Tc + jg,z)(uy P:“)p”l!~.i 
j=n 
Now, if &{l,...,n - 1}, Lemma 3.3 yields 
(( Lt -p~)u7 PI”), = -C*n-i,“(u9 Pi’,‘-i)p 
x 
+ C (- l)‘[ Ci.l(w, p~~z,ll)p -C2n-i,l(U~ Pi!!-i+*trl)P] 
I= 1 
= C (- l)‘n[(uy P$Zt,z-i)p + (u’ P%!m+i)p]. 
)?I = 1 
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Remark that in case i~{l,...,n - 1) one has C~,~_~~~=Ci,=C,,,_i,= 1 for all I= 1, 2,.,. . If 
i = 0, the series must be modified to 
. . . 
Therefore, for i = 1, . . . , n - 1 we obtain 
I<( LE -cf)U, P:“),l’ G 2 m2’l(u9 P’zl,j,,j-i), + (u’ P!!!tn+i)pl* i m-2s 
m = 1 m = 1 
< const(s) i m*‘[ I(u9 P:tl,r-i),lz + I(‘? P:Jl,+i)pIzl, 
In = I 
since s > i. A little thought shows that the same estimate (apart from the constant) holds true 
for i = 0, too. Thus, we have 
[ 
n-l x 
< const.7P C C m2s~(u~ P:51,n-i)p12 
i=O m=l 
n-l 30 
+ E C m2sI(u7 P$l,l),n+i p * . 
i=O m=l 4 
Setimg j = 2nm - i and k = 2nm + i, we have j 2 n, m < (1 -t jJ/n, and k 2 n, m < (1 + k)/n, 
respectively, and we can estimate 
II( LL - Pi)u ll’,,1 < const: n2’-2s 
i 
f (1 +j)2spb P:“),l” 
j= II 
+ g (i + k)“i@, P:“),I* 
k=n 1 
Finally, one has 
11 W’u &.t G 11 QP Ilp., + const. l n’ -“II Q:u &.s 9 
from which the assertions follow if we use Lemma 2.2. The cases when v = 2, 3, 4 can be 
handled similarly. q 
As mentioned above we could not get the same result as in Theorem 3.4 in the general case 
of -l<cu, /3<1. Let p*:= min( i, max(0, CY + $: p + i}}. Then the following theorem holds 
true. 
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core . Let 14 E L'p.,, s > 4 + p*. Then we have 
(i) --,Oasn-,mifs21; 
(ii) ‘-‘+*I~u~J~,~ forall O,<tGs. 
For the proof we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.6 (Nevai [24, Theorem 41). Let n be faed and C, be a given positive constant. Further, 
let q,, be a po&nomiaI of degree m < C,n. Then there is another positive constant C, such that 
is calid. 
Remark 3.7. In Nevai’s theorem there is not explicitly given any dependence of C, on n and m. 
But, an inspection of its proof shows us that C, = C,m/n if m 3 n, where C3 is independent of 
m, n and TV. Thus, we have 
i I 7rm( Y& I ‘P,~,~ G constC II rm II,‘. (3 071 
k=l n . ~ 
If we choose rr, =pm, then (3.7) can be improved. 
Lemma 3.8, For m > n we have 
k=l 
To show this, we must use the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.9 (Nevai 1231). For k = 1,. . . , n, n = 1, 2,. . . , one has 
1 
&x_ Q ; {l - yn,k + ; 
( 
1)2a+1( JK + ;)2811. 
Proof of *Lemma 3.8. By Lemmas 2.7 and 3.9 we obtain 
i k?l(Ynk~~*&k . . 
k=l 
Further, for k = 1, . . . , n we have 
1 1 
\%y,,, +-+1&y,,, +-<’ 
m 3 n n 
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from which 
203 
i 1 p,,(y, k) 1 ‘p, k < const: !!! max~0~2a+1~2P+‘) . 3 
k=l ( 1 n 
follows. Together with Remark 3.7 and 11 pm 11,’ = 1 we get the assertion. •I 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. The relation (3.6) 
(CLf: -p,PJuv Pi)p = i (‘9 Pi), i Pj(Yn,k)Pi(Yn,k)Pn,k 
j=n k=l 
is also valid in the general case of cu and p. However, here we can give only estimates of 
CE = ] Pi( Y, k)Pi( Y,,, )Pn,k l By Schwarz’ inequality, the Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4), the fact 
that I] pi II i = 1, i = 0, 1,. . . , and Lemma 3.8 we get 
I(< L,P - PL)U, pi)p12 < COIlSt.’ (E I(14y Pj!pl( kr[. 
Now, let j = r + In, r = 0,. . . ,n - 1, I = 1, 2,. . . . Notice that this representation is unique. 
Then 
1 i I("9 Pj),I ’ ‘* *C i nc1 I("7 P,+/n)pl(l +l)‘*)’ 
\j=n 01 ( n I=1 r=O 
. * 
< 2 
( 
f’il I(u, Pr+Jp I(1 +r)‘j’ i (1 f 1)2p*-2S* 
I=1 r=O I=1 
Since s -p* > i, the 
inequality, we estimate 
00 n-l 
C(Cl( U, 
I=1 r=O 
second series is convergent. Using 1 + I < 2(1 + j)/n and Schwarz’ 
the first one by 
* Pr+dp I(1 + 0” 
I 
30 n-l 
<n c c I(& Pr+ln)p I *u +o*” 
I=1 r=O 
< const:&*” C I(U9 Pj), I *(I +i)*’ 
= const. l n1 -*‘ll Q$A Ii’, , s. 
Finally, one has 
IIMnPuIlp,~ G IIQ,PuIIp,, + (‘kl (1 +i)“l((Lg -Pl)U, Pi),i*)“* 
i=O 
G IIQ,PuIlp,r + ~~~~~.~~f~S+l~~Q,P~~~p,s 9 
from which the assertions follow if we use Lemma 2.2. q 
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4. The quadrature method for (A + K)u = f 
In this section we shall investigate the convergence of the quadrature method for (1.3) with 
u = 0 and give error estimates in the spaces L$,s. To this end, first we study some properties of 
A and K. 
Let (~~}t+ and {qn}tZo be systems of normed orthogonal palynomiais with respect to ( l , -1, 
ar i ( 0, l JR, respectively, where deg pn = deg qn = JZ, and the leading coefficients of P,~ are 
supposed to be positive. If A + is even, then the same should be true for the leading coefficients 
of qn. Otherwise, if A+ is odd, then these coefficients should be negative (for the definition of 
A+ see Section 1). Further, we denote by the symbol ll the function which is identical 1. 
Besides the operator 
A = ad + b&d, 
we additionally define 
2 = apI - b&I. 
For two Banach spaces X, Y, we denote by 9(X, Y 1 the Banach space of all bounded linear 
operators A : X + Y, and by GL?(X, Y) the subset of A?‘( X, Y) containing all operators 
A ~~(X, Y) with im A = Y having an inverse A-’ E.L?( Y, X). The norm in 9(X, Y) is 
denoted by II l II 0 +. if 11 l II 0 and II - 11. denote the norms in X and Y, respectively. 
The following propeflies of A and a are well known (see [6,18,20]): 
Ap,(x) = qn_,Jx), Aq,(x) =pn+,Jx), x E (- 1, l), n = 0, 1,. . . , where p-l and LJ_~ denote 
the polynomials yhich are identical zero; 
(Au, f>, =iu, Af),, if u EL:, fEL$ 
d&I = I, if K E { - 1, O}, Ai = I, if K E (0, 1); 
A ELF’( Li, L:), &P'(L:, Li), A EG.~( L:", L;-K), A-'=i, KE{- l,O, 11, where 
L2.k = 
+EL$:(u, lI),=o), ifk=!, 
P 
L;, if kE (0, -11, 
and II - II L;= = II - II p; 
II AU il p = II u I! u, u E L$“, II & II c = II f II p, f~ Lo--". 
In the following lemma we give generalizations of these properties of A and d in the spaces 
Li_,. To this end we define the spaces 
L;< = qs n L;“, II l I! Lg = II l II p,s, kE (-l,O, 1). 
Lemma 4.1. For s 2 0 we hate 
(i) AcS'(L~~, I&), II All,,,~p,s= {i: ;Kco’ ” . . 
: 1 K=-1, 
aEqL;s, L&), II Al p,s_,o,s= if K = O7 - l9 9 
ifK=l; 
(ii) A E GP(Lc:, L;?L.JK), A-’ =a, K E 1’1, 0, 1). 9 . 
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Proof. We carry out the proof for K = - 1. For u E Li,, CLAN we have Au E L:‘, that is, (Au, 
qOlw = 0. This gives 
IIAuII:s= , C (l + i)2s I(Au, qi)p I * 
i=l 
= i (2 + i)2sl(U, pi), l* < 22” II’ II,‘.,* 
i=O 
On the other hand, for all n > 0 one has 
(2+n)“= I14n+,Ilp,s= II~P,II~.~~ II4l,,,+.,(1 +n)“. 
Thus, 
In a similar fashion one can show the other assertions of (il. To prove (ii) for K = - 1 we first 
remark that ker A I L;,, = (0) for all s 2 0 since A E GL?‘(L~, l!$‘). It remains to show that 
i&m A = Lf$ Let f~ i2.i 
Now the &n 
be arbitrary. Then there exists a function u E Lt such that Au =f. 
II 0 II u,s = II & II u,s G II f II p,s is finite and, consequently, v is an element of 
Lt.,. Hence, f E im A I L;.S. If K = 0 or K = 1, the proof is similar. Cl 
Now, let us proceed to the investigation of the operator 
Kl4-4 = yqx, Y)U(Y)U(Y) dY* 
Let Z( X, Y) be the subspace of all compact operators of y( X, Y ). The operator K is known 
to be an element of 3( Lt, L:), supposed that the kernel k(x, y) satisfies the condition 
j1 1’ Ik(x, y)l*a(y) dyy(-+x-. 
-l’-1 
In case K = - 1, we additionally asFtime that (k( ., y), n>, = 0 for all y E [ - 1, 11. This 
condition together with (f, n>, = 0 guarantees the solvability of (A + K )u = f, but it is a 
considerable restriction on the possible kernel functions. Using ideas from [19,20] we could 
avoid this disadvantage. For simplicity we shall suppose that this condition is fulfilled. Thus, we 
get K E Z( L:“, L;-“), K = - 1, 0, 1. In th e sequel we shall investigate the operator K in 
L:,t-spaces. At first, we make assumptions about the smoothness of the kernel. Let 
k(., Y) EL;,,, uniformly with respect to y E [ - 1, 11, and 
k( x, 0) E Lz,,,, 
(4 1) . 
uniformly with respect to x E [ - 1, 11, 
with some positive real s and r which will be specified later. The terms “uniformly” mean that 
there are certain positive constants C, and C, independent of both x and y such that 
!! k(. s Y) II p,s G C, and II k(x, 0) II ,-,,1 G C2, 
for all x, yG[-1, 11. 
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Lemma 4.2. We hare 
(i) K EH L$ L$) for all t < s; 
(ii) KEZfL;, L;,) for all t <s. . 
f. For II E Lt and i = 0, 1,. . . , we estimate 
k(xv Y)U( Y)O( Y) dv qi(X)cL(X) dx * 
(k(*, Y)* qi)pU(Y)o(Y) dY * 
Q a/l l(k(., y), qi),I’o(Y) dY IIUIIf. 
-1 
Thus, for t G s one has 
II Krr II;.1 = i (1 +i)” I(& qi)p I * 
i=O 
G II 14 IL?- :/:,,(I +i)*‘I(k(., Y), qi),120(y) dy 
I 
= ll~ll:;~~~ll~(-, Y)II;,P(Y) dy 
d c,c: II fi lib. 
This proves the first assertion. For the second one we refer to Conclusion 2.3. q 
Conclusion 43. Assunzi~tg that ker( A + K) = (0) in L2K and k( ., Y) E J$- 
(k(-, y), aJ=O ifK= -0, wehar-e 
A + KE GcY(L;;, L;I”), 7 
for all t, 0 < t < s. 
Proof. Use Lemmas 4.1(E) and 4.2(G). q 
Consider now equation 
(A+K)u=f, fEL:,, ~2.0. . 
(that is, 
(4 2) . 
According to the previous reflections, in case K = 1 for uniqueness of the solution u E Lf& we 
additionally require that 
(u, l&=0. 
Otherwise, if K = - 1, for solvability we assume that 
(fv Q, =O, (k(., Y), I), =O, 
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for all y E [ - 1, I]. The quadrature method for soiving (4.2) consists in approximating the 
solution u by polynomials u, E fin, where u, is determined by 
(A +L;-,&)u,~ =L;_,f. (43 
Here L&, denotes the Lagrangian interpolation operator (3.2) with respect to the nodes 
x n-K,j) j=l,..., n-K,where X,_K,j are the zeros of the polynomial q,*_, and the operators K,, 
are defined by 
for all u E Lt. The subscript y of Lz,y marks that the interpolation is done with respect to the 
variable y. Remark that (4.3) only makes sense if s > : and r > $ 
In order to prove the convergence of (4.3) we must estimate the norms 11 K - Li K, 11 U+P,,. 
As a consequence of the results in Section 3, we shall consider here the case when I a I = I p 1 = 
+ separately, too. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that I a I = I p I = i. Further, let u E L$, s > i, r 2 s + i. Then for all t , 
0 < t < s, the estimate 
ll(K - LiKn)uIIP,, < const.(mf-s + mr+*~‘2n-S-‘~2) II u II U 
is valid. 
Proof. Taking into account 
(K-L;K,)u =MiKu+L;(K-K&A, 
we can split up the proof into two parts. The first one deals with MLKu, the norm of which can 
be easily estimated by Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 4.2(i), so that we get 
II W%u IlPJ < const. l rn’-’ II Ku II P,s < const. - m’-” II u II U. 
Consider now Lk( K - K,)u which is a polynomial belonging to I&. Therefore, its L$norm 
equals 
m-l 
C (1 -ti)*‘I(L~(K-K,)u7 qi)pi*. 
i=O 
For i = 0, . . . , m - 1, we get by 
(L5(K-Kn)uT qi)p 
= f [ K”(xm,j) - 
j=l 
1 ,m 
the Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4) 
Remark that the I_C,n,j, j = 1,. . . , m, denote the Christoffel numbers (3.3) of the polynomial qm. 
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Applying twice Schwan’ inequality we obtain 
(LfiSI(K-K,*)zd9 ‘I,)@l* G -,‘,’ E )k(x,,j, t) -/*~,~k(x,,j~ t)l’~~~.j 
-lj=l 
ow, the Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4), together with 11 qi 11 Ir= 1, yields that the second sum 
is equal to 1 for all i = 0,. . . , m - 1. Using Theorem 3.4 we derive 
\( const:n -*’ 11 u II,’ c pm,j II k(x,,j, 0) 1ltf.r 
j=l 
Consequently, for the Lt,-norm we have 
for all t & 0. 0 
Remark 4.5. In the remaining cases of cy and /3, we can verify only the following estimate. With 
the help of Theorem 3.5 for u E Lc, s > f + p”, r > $ + u*, r 2 s + $, where (T * = min($, 
max{O, cy + +, j3 + $}}, ~2 = mint+, maxtO, --ar + $, -p + $)}, we get 
(K - L&K,)uII,, < const.(mt-s+’ + m’+‘/2n-S+‘~‘) II u II U, 
for all t, 0 < t < s. 
Theorem4.6. Let ICEI = IpI = i and let the homogeneous equation (4.2) possess only the triuial 
solution in L:“. Further, besides tfoe assumptions on k(x, y) (see (4.1)) with s > $, T- 2 s + $, 
suppose that k( l , y ) E L:;” and f E Lt.;“. Then for all suficiently large n the equations (4.3) are 
uniqzzel’ solvable. If u and u, denote the unzQuely determined solutions of (4.2) and (4.31, 
respectiz?ely, then we habe the error estimate 
11 %l -41 a,l G const. l a’-” II u 11 u.s’) 
for all t, 0 < t < s. 
f’. According to Conclusion 4.3 the operator A + K is an element of G2.?( L;J, L;aK> for 
0 < t < s. We show that for large n, the operators A + Lff, K,, m = n - K, are elements of 
=(L$‘$ L$,“), 0 < t c s, tot Indeed, from Lemma 4.4 we derive 
(A +K)-(A +L~K,)o,,I,r,~~~(K-L~K,(~o’p,l~con~t.*nf-S, 
which tends to zero as n + 0~. Hence A + LgK* is invertible in this pair of spaces and the 
inverses (A + L&K,)-’ are uniformly bounded in the norm of 2?‘( L:J”, L$;). Consequently, 
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(4.3) is uniquely solvable. Its solution is a polynomial u, E nl,. This is easily seen if we take into 
consideration the properties of A and A at the beginning of this section and u,, = i[ Lk(f - 
K,,u,J. Therefore, by Theorem 3.4, Lemma 4.4 and 
u,-u = (A +LkK,)-l[L:f- (A +LGK,)u], 
we obtain 
for all c’, 0 \< c < s. 
If the condition 
theorem. 
G const l ( n’-” II f II IL.s + n’-” II u II @) 
< const . l rP II u II (r,S, 
cl 
I a I = I /? I = f fails to be true, we can prove only the following convergence 
Theorem 4.7. If the conditions of Theorem 4.6 are fulfilled and if additionally s > 1, then for all 
sufjiciently large n the equations (4.3) are uniquely solvable and we have the estimate 
for all 
Proofi 
II u, - u II a,t < const: n’-“+ ’ II u 11 o,S, 
t,O<t<s-1. 
Use Theorem 3.5 and Remark 4.5 instead of Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 4.4. q 
5. The ! quadrature method for (A + VW + Kh =f 
Now we are going to consider the quadrature method for equations with an additional 
logarithmic singularity, i.e., equation (1.3). We restrict ourselves to the case of a so-called 
equation of the first kind. That means, we suppose that a = 0 and b = 1 in (I .I). Further, we 
choose A + = A -= 0. Consequently, the index of the operator A = SCTI is zero and we have 
l+Y 
a(y)= -- 
i- 
1-X 
l-y ’ 
/4x)= - d- 1+x l 
Thus the p, and the qn are the Chebyshev polynomials of the third and fourth kind, 
respectively. Since in Section 4 the quadrature method for Y = 0 was investigated, we only Pave 
to deal with properties of the operator W, defined by 
Wu(x) = - - ;f)’ Ix-ylu(v)+) dy. 
Further, let w be the operator acting as follows: 
1 1 
tif(y) = - -/ 
v -1 
ln Ix-ylf(x)p(x) dx. 
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cl 
wp,= n&1 - 4n 
2(i? + 1) 
+ Qn-G-1 
2n 
, n=l,2,...; 
(ii) @q. = - +( p1 +pO) +pO In 2, 
tiq,l = - 
P n+l +l% P, +P,-l 
2(,*+1) + 2n 9 12=1,2 ,...; 
(iii) (Wu, f), = (u, I@),, $24 ELZ,, fEL:; 
(iv) W EL?( Li,, I&_,), for all s 3 0; 
(9 w-j Lz,.,, LZJtl-,). f or ail s 3 0 and e > 0 arbitratily smail. 
Proof. For (i) see [3, Corollary 3.31. F_The proof of (ii) is analogous. Fn n (i) and (ii) we 
immediately get that (Wpi, qj), = (Pi, Wqj)~ for all i, ,i = 0, 1,. . . , by the orthonormality of the 
polynomials pi ar,d qj, respectively. Hence, one has (Wu, f jP = (u, Wf), fcr arbitrary 
polynomials II and f. Now, we obtain (iii) by density arguments. Further, if u E L$,s, then we 
have 
= C (1 +i)“+‘j(U, Eli), I 2. 
i=O 
Using (ii), after a !it:!e calculation we get 
II wi4 II &+* <const(s) i (1 -#‘I(& pi)J2, 
i=o 
from which assertion (iv) follows. For (v) we refer to Conclusion 2.3. q 
Conclusion 5.2. (i) Assuming that ker( A + VW) = (0) in Lt (a criterion for this property can be 
found in [3D, we have 
A + VWE GT( Lz,,, L;,t), 
for all t 2 0. 
(ii) Assuming that ker( A + VW + K) = (0) in L$ we have 
A+vW+K~GP’(LZ,.~, L;,*), 
for all t. 0 < t C s. 
Proof. Use the Lemmas 4.1(Z), 5.1(v) and 4.2(E). 0 
Consider now ( 1.3) 
(A+~w+K)u=f, fE&, s>+, 
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and the corresponding quadrature method 
(A + vL[W+ L;K,,)u,* = L;f, 
where CI,, E H,, is sought. 
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(5.1) 
Lemma 5.3. Let u E LZ,,,, s > 0. Then for all t, 0 < t < s + 1, the estimate 
Il(W-LFW)uIIp, <const:iP-‘Il~ll,,~ . 
is Llalid. 
Proof. Use Theorem 3.4(ii) and Lemma Kl(iv). 0 
Theorem 5.4. Let the homogeneous equation ( 1.3) possess only the triGa solution in Li. Further, 
besides the assumptions on k(x, y) (see (4.1)) with s > i, r 2 s f & suppose that _f E L:,s. Then 
for all sufficiently large n the equations 6.1) are uniquely solrlable. If u and u,, denote rhe uniquely 
determined solutions of (1.3) and (5.1), respecticely, then we haLTe the error estimate 
11 u,, -u II a.l < const: nrSs 11 II II U,S, 
for all t, 0 < t < s. 
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 4.6, if WC additionally take into 
consideration Conclusion 5.2(ii) and Lemma 5.3. 0 
6. A fast algorithm for the approximate solution of equation (A + u W + K h =f 
In this section we shall consider (1.3) under the assumptions denoted at the beginning of the 
previous section once more and shall describe a fast algorithm for its solution. Further, the 
zscumntions of Conclusion 5.2(i) and (ii) should be satisfied. Let Y,~,~, k = 1,. . . , n, and A-~,,, 
j= l,.*.., n, be the zeros of p,, and q,,, respectively (see Table 3.1). By o~,~, k = 1,. . . , II, and 
Ptl,j9 j= 13. l 9 3 n, we denote the Christoffel numbers corresponding to the polynomials p,, and 
q,,, respectively, defined by (3.3). In particular, we have on& = (1 i- y, k)/(n i- $) and p,l,j = 
(1 -X,,jj/(n + ij, k, j = 1,. . . , n. First, consider the quadrature method’(5.1) again. Seeking its 
approximate solution u, E & in the form of a linear combination of the Lagrangian fundamen- 
tal polynomials (3.1) corresponding to the nodes y,,k, k = 1, . . . , n, 
‘I, = i &,k’;k, (6 1) . 
k-1 ’ ’ 
and representing (5.1) with respect to the basis {l~,j)i”-I of the Lagrangian fundamental 
polynomials corresponding to the nodes Xn,j, j = 1,. . . , n, we get the algebraic system of 
equations 
(6.2) 
where the occurring matrices and vectors are defined as follows: (G,I:)i,j = qi- 1(~,,,i), (G,” );,k = 
Pi- S yu,kJ~ ( Ktz,tr)j,k = %,k k(xn,jy Yn,k), I,, is the unit matrix of order n, Dz is a diagonal matrix 
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with ( D,Y),,, = a,#., , H, is the tridiagonal matrix 
-+ln2 -4 
I 1 . 
T 3 . . 
1 . . - . . 
. . 2(n - 1) 
1 1 
2(n - 1) 2n(n - 1) 
(mJk = &!m,k and (f,& =f(X,.j), i, j, k = 1,. . . , n (see [3]). Note that the matrices Gr and DI are 
connected by the identity 
G;Dn”( G”)= = Im (6 3) . 
(see [3]h Obviously, the quadrature method (5.1) leads to an algebraic system of equations 
whose system matrix is neither sparse nor well-structurized. First of all, for solving that system 
a computational complexity of Oh”) operations seems to be necessary. But in [3], the authcls 
were able to reduce this number to O(d) arithmetical operations using multiple grid ideas. In 
the sequel, we shall present an algorithm for calculating an approximate solution of (A + VW + 
K)u = f, which is even faster. This method is different from the quadrature method (5.11, but it 
is essentially based on it. We seek the approximate solution u, in the form of a linear 
combination of the polynomials pi: 
n- 1 
11, = c ffn.iPi- 
i=O 
(6 4) . 
Obviously, the cY,l.i are the Fourier coefficients (u,, pi),. Our fast algorithm enables us to 
calculate the vector a,*, (aJi = a, i, . i = 0,. . . , n - 1, by O(n In n) operations, where the 
optimal convergence order 
II 11, --II II o,, Q const. - n’-” II u II a_s 
(see Theorem 5.4) is guaranteed. However, the region in which t is allowed to vary is cut down 
somewhat. The first fundamental idea for this algorithm is due to Amosov [l]. In that paper, a 
fast algorithm for the numerical solution of pseudodifferential equations on the unit circle lJ 
was described and error estimates in norms of Sobolev spaces H”(T) were given. With the help 
of the discrete Fourier transformation the algorithm only required a computational work of 
Oh In n) operations. Transferring Amosov’s idea to (1.31, the question is left whether the 
matrix (G:JT [lo + uH,,]G~D,~ can be inverted rapidly. In the cases when I a I = I fl I = i the 
answer to this question is positive. In [28] an algorithm concerning transformations with 
so-called generalized Vanderrnonde matrices G,P, 
WL = PP- d L.k )y 
i. k=l . . . . , II, was given. Here {pP}Tco denotes the orthonormal system of polynomials 
corresponding to the weight p(y) = (1 - y)*(l + y)p and the y,,, are the zeros of the nth 
polynomial p,,. In [28] was shown that transformations with Gf or with its transposed (GiJT 
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only need 0( yt In n) operations if 1 a 1 = 1 p 1 = i. This is the second fundamental idea of our 
algorithm. 
Let us continue with its description. Choose an integer m with 0 < m < n. We split up (6.41 
into two parts 
m - 1 n - 1 
u, = C an,iPi + C an,iPi =PCun + QEunT (6 5) . 
i=O i=m 
and determine the Fourier coefficients a,,,, i = 0,. . . , m - 1, and an,,, i = m,. . . , n - 1, by two 
different methods: by a quadrature method similar to (5.1) but slightly modified and by the 
collocation method of (1.3) with k(x, y) = 0, respectively. 
For i = m,. . . , n - 1, we set 
CY ’ = cv,9 Pi)09 I1 .I 
where v,, E H,, is the solution of 
(A + uL;W)V~ = Ltf. 
(6 6) . 
(6 7) . 
Remark 6.1. If we suppose that the values f(Xn,j), j = 1,. . . , n, are given, then we need 
O(n In n) operations for the calculation of cy,,,i, i = m, . . . , n - 1. Indeed, using v, = Cyzi 
cY,,,ipi and representing (6.7) in the basis {q$$, we obtain the system 
(Z,, + i%)%* = [(LX sl),];:;. (6 8) . 
Since Z,, + uH~ is tridiagonal, we can solve the system with O(n) operations. Furthermore, 
using the Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4) we get 
( LFf 3 ql)p = 5 f(X,,,j)q~(X,*,j)El,,j = [GtYDtYfvlI) 
j=l 
Z=O,...,n - 1, where DC is a diagonal matrix containing the Christoffel numbers pn,jy 
j= l,..., n, as entries. Now, the fast algorithm in [28] enables us to calculate the right-hand 
side of (6.8) with O(n In n) operations. 
Lemma 6.2. Zf u denotes the solution of (1.3), where the assumptions 
k(*, Y)qs+6, 1 k(x,+LZ,,,, fEL;,s, s>+, r+, S>O, 
are fulfilled, and u, is defined by (6.5), then for sufficiently large n and m we have the estimate 
IlQ I”,u - Qgu,, I],,, < const.(mf-s-6 + n’-“) II u II cT,S, 
for all t, 0 < t Q s. 
Proof. By construction of cY,,,i, i = m, . . . , n - 1, we have Qsu,, = Q~LT,,. Consequently, 
Q3 - QPnu,, =Q;[u-(A+vW)-‘f] +Q,:,(A+vW)-‘(f-L:f) 
+Q;l(A+vW)-‘[L;f-(A+vW)v,,]. 
We estimate the Z&- norm of these items. From (A + VW + K)u = f, Ku E L:,s+6, and Conch- 
sion 5.2(i) we get that 
ci - (A + vW)-‘f = -(A+vW)-ku~L2,~+~, . 
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and, thus, Lemma 2.2 yields 
Q;[u --(A+uW)~‘f]~~~,,~con~t:rn’~~~~“~!~~~~~. 
Using Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.4, the second item can be estimated easily by 
llQ:II o,t __t ll( A + VW)-’ II p.t +Jl l :f ll,,t d const:d-” II ii! o . s. 
Consider now the third one. By (6.7) we have 
QP,(A+vW)-‘[Ltf-(A+vW)q,j =vQ;(A+vW)-‘(L;-I)Wu,,. 
in order to get a sufficiently sharp estimate for this term, we must deal more closely with 
W - I )Wl?,,. Since L’,* E M,,, we have l’,, = E~~~~(L:,,, pi) pi. Thus, we obtain by Lemma 5.1(i) 
(L : -I)Wl*,, = (Lf -I) (& P,,_l) 
4,, 
- +q, , 
“2n 1 
where rr,, is a certain polynomial from M,,. Taking into account LET,, = TV and Ltq, = 0, we 
deduce that 
Now, we are able to estimate as follows: 
bQ;(A + vW’(L:: -Wd,,t 
~;l@,,v ~,,-,),IllQ~II,.t_.~.,II(~+~~)-*II.,t~~.tIl~,l~l~,t 
< const:n’-’ I@,,, p,,_& I. 
Here we have used Lexlma 2.2, Conclusion 5.2(i) and II q,, II P,t = (1 + n)’ (see Section 2). By the 
definition of the Lt,s-norm one has 
nzs I@,,, P,,_ ,), I ’ G II iv,, ll,Zr,,. 
From Lemma 5.3 we conclude that A + vL:W E G_Y(LL t, Li J for every l> 0 and suffi- 
ciently large 12 and that the inverses ( A + vL~ W 1-l are uniform& bounded. Hence, we get 
II 17, IIcr._s = II( A + yL;W)-‘L;f l(o,S < const: II LEf IIp.S < const: II u II v s9 3 
using additionally Theorem 3.4. Consequently, the estimate 
I&J A + VW)-I( L: - I)wL:,II~,, < const:n’-“-’ II u II (+,s 
is valid. Now, the assertion follows. 0 
In order to determine (Y,,iy i = 0,. . . , m - 1, we use a mod fied quadrature method. For 
i = 0,. . . , m - 1 we set 
ffnj = twtnv PiJay (6 9) . 
where w,, E n,, is the solution of 
(A + vL5W-k Lft,K,,) w,,, = L&f - LE(A + vL:W)Qi2,,. (6.10) 
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Remark 6.3. If we choose n and m such that (2n + 1)/(2m + 1) is an integer and if we suppose 
that the values f(x,,j) and k(X”,,j, y,“k ), j, k = 1,. . l , m, are given, then we need O(m” + 
n In n) operations for the calculation of a,‘,;, i = 0, . . . , m - 1. Indeed, using w,,, = CT, ,&,, k 1:,, 
and representing (6.10) with respect to the basis {Z:A,j},‘!i i  we obtain the system 
. 
[ (QG>‘[ I,,, + ~~,‘,lw% + ~‘n.“~)5, = gtn, (6.11) 
where 
j= l,..., m. For calculating the solution e,,, we need O(m”) operations. Since the values 
f(x,,,j) are supposed to be given, we only have to deal with [( A + ~L~W)Q~L:,I(X,,,j!, 
j= l,..., m. Define the vector T,,, whose components are 7, k = QP,u,,( y,, k 1, k = 1,. . . , n. Using 
the already calculated numbers a,‘,‘, i = m, . . . , n - 1, we get 
. 
k=l , . . . , n, ai: = (0,. . . ,O, a, ,,,, a,,,,,+ ,, . . . . a),,,,,_ I)T. Thus, we have T,, = (G,‘j’JTajj. Now, the 
representation of A + vL:W in the pair of bases ({lo,&=,, ~Z~.jl”= ,) and (6.3) yield 
[(A + v’ifW)QZPn](X,,i) = [(GL)‘[ 1,1+ vH,]G~~,~T’~]i 
i= l,..., n, whose calculation is possible with O(n In n) operations. It is easy to check that if 
the quotient (2n + 1)/(2m + 1) is an integer, then the relation {X’,,j’ j L- 1,. . ,, m} C {X,l,i, 
i= l,..., n} holds true. Consequently, the right-hand side g,,, of (6.11) is completely computed. 
Thus, the determination of &n,k = w,,,( y,,J needs O(m’ + n In n) operations. Finally, by the 
Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4) we get 
I?1 
an,i = Cwm’ Pi), = C W,,,(Ym,k)Pi(y,n,k)~n,k = [GZDfZ~n,li~ 
k=l 
i = 0,. . . , m - 1, with additional O(m In m) operations. 
Lemma 6.4. Zf u denotes the solution of (1.3), where the assumptions 
k(-, Y) EL;,.s+D k(x;)EL&, fEL:,$, s>& r>s+S+& 6~0, 
are fulfilled, and u, is defined by (6.5), then for sufficiently large n and m (with (2n -I- 1)/(2m + 1) 
being an integer) we have the estimate 
IIP ?4 - ~Eu,, liCr “I . , < const. - ( mf -‘-’ + n’-“) 11 u 11 C,,s, 
for all t, + < t < s. 
Proof. By construction of (y’*,i. i = 0,. *. , n - 1, we have P,&, = w,,, and Qzu,, = Qi$,,. Further, 
for brevity we arrange the notations w(“‘) =P,;u, d,,, =A + vL;W+ LLK,,, and g,,=A + 
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vp~_ Let US remark that if (2n + l)\(2m + 1) is an integer, then LzLz = tc, holds true. In 
particular, we have I&.@,, = L$A + VW). Now, we can write 
=%n( %, - w (,,,‘) = L;, f - L$sq,Q;u,, -e$,,w(“‘) 
= L&( A + VW+ K)(w”‘*’ + Q;u) - L;,( A + d+‘)Q;u,, -~,,,w(“*) 
= (L E - I)Aw (m’ + LE( K - K,,Jrr 
+ L&(-4 + W(Q3 - Q3nJ + Lf”,K,Q~u~ 
p.l +a.l < const., it remains to estimate the right-hand side in the L:,,-norm. The 
first item vanishes because Aw w,) E n I?, l For the second one we use Lemma 4.4 (and its proof) 
ad! get 
L$(K-K,n)~fjj.,~cor.st_~mf--~-“llull,~const.-m’-S-Sllull,,. 
Decomposing the third item and using Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 6.2, we obtain 
G(A + ,WQ,“,u - Q%A 11 p . t 
L&1( p,; +p . t II A + VW II cr.1 +p.tIIQgu - QgunII u 1 * 
< const.=(17Z’-s-6 + n’-“) II u II o.s. 
Finally, the last item also vajsishes. Indeed, we have for all x E [ - 1, l] 
by the orthogonality of the system {pi};=,,. Now, the assertion follows. q 
If we are more interested in the values t,,_+ k = 1,. . . , n, instead of a,,,;, i = 0,. . . , n - 1, we 
only have to calculate 
./Z-l 
Cn.1, = C an.i~i(Yn.k) = [(GrYITrUn]~~ 
i = 0 
k=l , . . . , n. This can be done with O(n In n) operations, too. 
The Lemmas 6.2 and 6.4 together yield the estimate of the total error 
II 14, - u II u_, < const.+z’-S-S + nrms) II u I/ cTvs, (6.12) 
for all t, $ < t <s. In addition to the condition in Remark 6.3 we choose n and m such that 
m3 - n holds true (more precisely: const. G m”/n G const.). According to Remarks 6.1 and 6.3 
our algorithm needs O(m3 + rz In n) = O(n In II) operations to calculate the approximate 
solution 14, and for the error 11 II,, - 14 II,,,, we have the optimal estimate 
II $, - 14 II (,,, < cortst.. ?I’ --5 II 14 11 (,,J, (6.13) 
for all I > i with s - $5 < t <s. 
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Remark 6.5. In [3] a multiple grid method was described and an error estimate in the L$norm 
was given for the solution of (1.3) by the quadrature method (5.1). The assumptions on the 
smoothness of the kernel k and the right-hand side f of (1.3) were made in the scale of the 
spaces C’? The most important point of the multiple grid method was the reduction of the 
computational complexity from 0(n3) to 0(n2) operations. Note that under the assumptions 
made here the convergence of this multiple grid method can be ensured in the norm of the 
spaces L2,,s. 
If we use this method for solving (6.10), we can improve our result (6.13). Indeed, in view of 
Remark 6.3 here we can solve (6.10) by 0(m2 + n In n) operations. Now, we choose n and m 
such that m2 = n. Thus, the total amount of computational work for calculating the approxi- 
mate solution u,* is again O(n In n). But for the error estimate we even get 
II u, - u ]I o,l < const: n’-” II u II a,s 9 
for all t> i with s-s<tgs. 
7. Numerical results 
We applied the method described in Section 6 to (1.3) with a = 0, u = 1 and 
k,(x, Y) = Ix I + I Y I, 
2 
f,(x)=x+]x]+l+ln2+- 
T 
and 
Q, Y)= I~I+YIYI, 
4 
f,(x)=x+Ix]+l+ln2+3~, 
respectively. Then (1.3) possesses in both cases the exact solution u(x) = 1. We have 
kit., y) E LE,3,2_c, ki(x, *) E L2,,i+ 1,2_E, fi E Li,3,2_r, E > 0, i = 1, 2. Hence, the assumptions 
of Lemmas 6.2 and 6.4 are fulfilled for example in case i = 1 for s = 0.57, r = 1.45, 6 = 0.38 and 
in case i - 2 for s = 0.87, r = 2.45, S = 0.58. Therefore, we can expect theoretically the 
convergence rate 
II u, - u II a,t < const. - nr-0-57 II u 11 a,0.57 7 
Table 7.1 
0.5 < t < 0.57, 
Table 7.2 
n m II u,, - u II u.o.51 n m II u,, - l.4 ll u.O.6 liu,-- u II rr.O.8 
7 2 5.51. lo- 1 
13 4 1.32.10-’ 
27 5 9.28. 1O-2 
45 6 8.84.10-* 
82 7 6.96.10-* 
136 10 5.20. 1o-2 
262 12 4.34. 1o-2 262 12 5.63.10-’ 
337 13 3.91. 1o-2 337 13 5.12.10-* 
412 16 3.25.10-2 412 16 4.33do-2 
437 17 3.02. 1O-2 
7 2 5.85 - 10 - ’ 
13 4 1.55*10-’ 
27 5 1.12. lo- l 
45 6 1.08. lo- ’ 
82 7 8.67. 1O-2 
136 10 6.65~10-~ 
437 17 4.05m10-2 
7.32.10~’ 
2.23 - 10 - ’ 
1.73=10-l 
1.70*10-1 
1.43.10-l 
1.16.10-’ 
1.03.10-l 
9.52. lo-’ 
8.35. 1O-2 
7.91. lo-’ 
21s D. Bcrthold et al. / Fast solution of the airfoil equation 
for i = 1 and 
for r’ - 2. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show the actual Aues of the error ftir i = ‘I and i = 2, respectively, 
which were computed exactly using the Gaussian quadrature rule (3.4). 
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